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Motivations
Sequential A/B testing: when a device is con-
necting to an application, the application presents
an option to the user of the device. The aim is to
maximize the clicks of users on the proposed options.
For instance, which message shall we deliver to op-
timize subscriptions to a service ?

Using the standard centralized exploration ap-
proach, the click stream of users is gathered and
processed to choose the option which generates the
most clicks.

Could we perform A/B testing, while protecting pri-

vacy of users and saving resources ?

Decentralized Exploration

When the event ”player n is active” occurs, player
n reads the messages received from other players
and then chooses an arm to play. The reward of
the played arm is revealed to player n. Finally, she
may send a message to the other players for sharing
information about the arms.

Inputs: set of arms K, ε P r0, 1s, η P r0, 1s
Output: an arm in each set Knplnq
Initialization: ln :� 1, Knplnq :� K
1: repeat
2: a player is sampled: n � Px
3: player n gets the messages of other players
4: arm k P Knplnq is played by player n
5: player n receives reward ynk � Px�n,y
6: if player n updates Knplnq then ln :� ln � 1
7: player n sends a message to other players
8: until p@n P N , |Knplnq| � 1q

pε, ηq-private Algorithm
Definition 2 (message). A message λnk is a
random variable, that is sent by player n to other
players. Let Mn be the set of sent messages by
player n at stopping time.

Definition 3 (pε, ηq-private). The decentral-
ized algorithm A is pε, ηq-private for finding an ε-
optimal arm, if for any player n, an adversary, that
knows Mn, the set of messages of player n, and the
algorithm A, cannot infer what arm is ε-optimal for
player n with a probability higher than 1� η:

@n P N ,@ln P t1, ..., Lu, Eη1, 0 ¤ η1   η ¤ 1,

P pKnplnq � Kε|Mn,Aq ¥ 1� η1.

If η is small, then the adversary can use the set of
messages Mn to infer with high probability which
arm is an ε-optimal arm for player n. If η is high,
the only information, that can be inferred by the
adversary, is that the probability that an arm is an
ε-optimal of arm for player n is a little bit higher
than 0, which can be much lesser than the random
choice 1{K.

Arm Selection Subroutine
Definition 4 (ArmSelection subroutine).
an ArmSelection subroutine takes as parameters an
approximation factor ε, a confidence level 1�η, and
a set of remaining arm Knplnq. It samples a remain-
ing arm in Knplnq and returns the set of eliminated
arms Knplnq. An ArmSelection subroutine satisfies
Properties 1 and 2.
Let tn be the number of calls of the ArmSelection
subroutine. Let Htn be the sequence of rewards
of chosen arms tpk1, ynk1q, pk2, y

n
k2
q, ..., pktn , ynktn qu.

Let f : t1, ..., Lu Ñ r0, 1s be a function such that°L
ln�1 fpl

nq � 1.

Property 1. (remaining ε-optimal arm)

@ln P t1, ..., Lu,Kn plnq � Kn pln � 1q ,

P ptKnplnq XKε � Hu|Htn ,Kn pln � 1q XKε � Hq

¤ η � fplnq.

Property 2. (finite sample complexity)

Dtn ¥ 1,@η P p0, 1q,@ε P p0, 1s,

P ptKnpLq � Kεu|Htnq ¥ 1� η.

Decentralized Elimination
The basic idea of Decentralized Elimination is
to use the vote of independent players, which com-
municate the arm they would like to eliminate with
high probability of failure for ensuring privacy. As
the players are independent, the probability of fail-
ure of the vote is the multiplication of the individ-
ual probability of failures. The number of players
needed for eliminating an arm is provided by the
analysis.
Inputs: ε P p0, 1s, η P p0, 1q, δ P rηN , η2s, K, an

ArmSelection subroutine
Output: an arm in each set Knplnq
Initialization: l :� 1, Kplq :� K, @n tn :� 1,
ln :� 1, Knplnq :� K, @ pk, nq λnk :� 0

1: repeat
2: player n is sampled: n � Px
3: player n gets the messages λjk from other play-

ers
4: if |Kplq| ¡ 1 then
5: for all k P Kplq do
6: if

°N
j�1 λ

j
k ¥ t log δ

log η
u then

7: Kplq :� Kplqztku, l :� l � 1
8: Knplnq :� Knplnqztku
9: end if

10: end for
11: else Knplnq :� Kplq
12: end if
13: Knplnq :� ArmSelectionpε, η,Knplnqq
14: if |Knplnq| ¡ 1 then
15: ln :� ln � 1
16: for all k P Knplnq do
17: Knplnq :� Knplnqztku
18: λnk :� 1, λnk is sent to other players
19: end for
20: end if
21: tn :� tn � 1
22: until @n |Knplnq| � 1

Assumptions
Assumption 1 (stationary rewards). The
mean reward of arms does not depend on time: @t,
@n P N ,and @k P K, µnk ptq � µnk .

Assumption 2 (multi-armed bandits).
The mean reward of arms does not depend on the
player: @n P N and @k P K, µnk � µk.

Assumption 3 (all players are active). @n
P N , Pxpx � nq � 0.

Analysis
Theorem 1. Using any ArmSelection subrou-
tine, Decentralized Elimination is an pε, ηq-
private algorithm, that finds an ε-optimal arm with

a failure probability δ ¤ η
t log δ
log η

u
and that exchanges

at most t log δ
log η

uK � 1 messages.

Let TPy be the number of samples in Py needed by
the ArmSelection subroutine to find an ε-optimal
arm with high probability. Let NM be the set
of the M � t log δ

log η
u most likely players, let p� �

minnPNM Pxpx � nq, and let p: � minnPN Pxpx �
nq.

Theorem 2. Using any ArmSelection subrou-
tine, with a probability higher than

p1�δq
�
1� I1�p�

�
TPx,y � TPy , 1� TPy

��t log δ
log η

u
De-

centralized Elimination stops after:

O

�
1

p�

�
TPy �

c
1

2
log

1

δ

��
samples in Px,y,

where Iapb, cq denotes the incomplete beta function
evaluated at a with parameters b, c.

In the case of uniform distribution of players, with
a failure probability at most δ � ηN the number of
sample in Px,y needed by Decentralized Median
Elimination to find an ε-optimal arm is:

O

�
K

ε2
log

1

δ
�N

c
1

2
log

1

δ

�
samples in Px,y.

Experiments
There are 10 arms: µ1 � 0.7, µ2 � 0.5, µ3 � 0.3,

and the others have a mean reward of 0.1.

uniform distribution of players 50% of players
generates 80% of events.

uniform distribution of players number of messages
decreasing mean rewards

Conclusion
� A definition of privacy for decentralized algo-

rithms.

� A decentralized exploration problem.

� A generic algorithm for handling the decen-
tralized exploration problem.

� Thanks to the generality of the approach, an
extension to the non-stationary decentralized
exploration problem.
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